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Copyright and Memes

Consider this ‘Success Kid meme made by us, which has two operative elements – a picture and 
accompanying text. This example is deliberately specific, for several reasons. Memes include different 
forms of media, such as pictures, paintings or GIFs. The elements of these are varying, and include text, 
images, personalities, paintings, sound and video. Each of these elements requires a unique analysis in 
terms of copyright. 

Let us see how this meme could violate copyright. First, the image that has been used is neither owned 
nor licensed by us, and on that basis alone, the copyright in the image is being infringed. Second, even if 
it were argued that the addition of the background and text render this meme as a different ‘work’, the
copyright in the image would still be infringed as ‘adaptations’ of images also amount to infringement. 

The most potent defence for this meme is that of ‘fair dealing’. Embodied in Section 52 of the Copyright 
Act, 1957, it enlists instances which may be exempted. It includes, for instance, the reproduction of a 
work for a judicial proceeding. The same defence also permits fair ‘criticism’. Unlike the American ‘fair 
use’ exception, however, it does not have the doctrinal flexibility to include ‘parodies’ as a category of 
fair use (See Campbell v Acuff-Rose Music). At this point, it is significant to note that our meme is not 
being used commercially, which supplements our case for fair dealing. 

Now, this meme will only qualify as fair dealing if it qualifies as a ‘criticism’. This meme is a form of 
satire, where we are using one work (the picture) to criticise something else (meme-making). It 
criticises the practice of making memes by pointing out that most people who make memes are 
unaware of the laws they are violating. In this sense, this meme does level a criticism. However, the 
meaning given to ‘criticism’ under the Act itself, requires them to be a “critique of the content” of 
another work. Whether a satire of this kind would qualify as a ‘criticism’ under the Act, is therefore 
debatable. However, it is not impossible to see that a liberal interpretation of ‘criticism’, in light of the 
freedom of expression and thought guaranteed under our Constitution is plausible. 

Another possible issue with meme-making lies in Section 57 of the Copyright Act. This section grants 
authors (not owners) certain ‘special rights’. They include the right to restrain or claim damages for any 
distortion or modification made to the work that may be prejudicial to the honour or reputation of the 
author. This meme, at worst, may conflict with the opinion of the author, but this does not meet the 
threshold of prejudice that the section requires. However, it is possible that a large number of memes 
on the internet may be restrained, if their authors found the content to be perverse or prejudicial to 
their reputation.  

The reality of the situation is that most authors will not sue people who share memes for free - it adds 
to the popularity of their own meme. However, commercial exploitation of memes, for instance by 
advertisements, may invite lawsuits.  

By Rishabh Mohnot
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MADRAS HIGH COURT TO DECIDE ON ARBITRABILITY OF 
IP ISSUES

This month, a division bench of the Madras High Court, constituting Chief Justice 

Indira Banerjee and Justice M Sundar heard a matter on the arbitrability of IPR 

matters in a Section 9 application under the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. 

The Bombay High Court, most recently, ruled that IP issues are arbitrable, since it 

found no ‘public interest’ to necessitate its litigation in courts (publicly). However, 

that decision, by Justice G. Patel has been criticised for a skewered analysis on the 

nature of IPRs as rights in personam (a private right), a conclusion which it used to 

decide that IP issues do not have ‘public interest’. The Bombay High Court decision 

can be found at https://indiankanoon.org/doc/148880955/. 

UAE-BASED COMPANY WITHIN OUR JURISDICTION, SAYS 
DELHI HIGH COURT

ICON Health and Fitness, a manufacturer of fitness equipment, instituted a passing

off action against a UAE-based company for using their ‘iFit’ trademark. The

defendants used the plaintiff’s trademark to market their products on the Google

Play Store and iOS App Store, which was accessible from Delhi. In deciding the

jurisdiction of the court to try the UAE-based company, the Court held that the

availability of the application on stores in Delhi was sufficient to uphold jurisdiction,

without any need for a registered office in Delhi.  

MAKE (CYBER-PRODUCTS) IN INDIA!

The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has released a draft

notification which proposes a policy of preference for cyber-products that have

been produced in India. The list of products includes Big Data Analytics, Secure

Access, Antivirus/ Antimalware, among others. Comments from the public are

invited till October 11, 2017.  

DELHI HIGH COURT ASKS TRADEMARK REGISTRY TO 
BUCK UP

In Registrar of Trademarks v Sonik Industries, Justice Endlaw took cognizance of the

routine delay in furnishing certified copies of documents filed with the Registry to

courts, causing delays in litigations. To rectify this, Justice Endlaw ordered the

appointment of a Nodal Officer for each branch of the Registry, who will be

responsible for furnishing certified copies. The order also required the Registry to

enable an online portal for the status of applications for certified copies and online

payment, amongst other things.  

ANDHRA PRADESH HIGH COURT      FOLLOWS PRECEDENT  
ON ABANDONMENT OF TRADEMARKS

The trademark registry has a habit of abandoning en masse trademark applications

that have been pending for want of response from the applicants. Last year, the

Delhi HC ruled in favour of an applicant whose trademark was abandoned, and

ordered that an abandonment must require issuance of notice to the affected parties

and an opportunity to be heard. 
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RETOUCH   AND TELL!

As of October 1, 2017, all advertisements in France that display edited images of

people will have to disclose the same. This decree was passed in furtherance of the

Health Ministry’s endorsement of the ‘Real Body’ campaigns. It mandatorily requires

all commercial images of models that have been edited to disclose the same as

‘Retouched Photograph’ (with reasonable prominence). A non-disclosure would

attract a penalty of €37,500 or 30% of the advertising expenses. 

DOES NARUTO HAVE COPYRIGHTS?

Naruto, an Indonesian crested black macaque of selfie-induced fame recently won

25% of the proceeds from his picture for charities dedicated to his species in

Indonesia. This settlement came from a law suit that was originally filed against

David Slater, the photographer whose equipment and alleged ingenuity was behind

the iconic click. Many, however, will lament the lack of a judgment on the issues that

arose in this case. There was intense debate on the issue of copyright ownership -

the United States Copyright Office explicitly excludes animals from owning

copyrights, illustrating this with examples of elephants painting murals and monkeys

taking pictures. In both these cases, the work instead goes into the ‘public domain’,

free for anyone to use. The District Court, however, sided with Slater, who argued

that it was his equipment and manipulation that led to the taking of the selfie, and

therefore ownership of the copyright should vest with him. 

EU RELEASE THEIR POSITION PAPER ON IPR SOLUTIONS 
POST-BREXIT

As negotiations continue between Britain and the European Union (EU) regarding

the terms of their separation, the position paper released by the EU has brought

clarity to the IPR issues. The primary demand made by the EU is an automatic

recognition of ‘unitary EU rights’ (such as EU Trade Marks, unregistered community

design rights etc) by the United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (UKIPO),

without any extra paper work or fees. This would work both ways, but it is set to

burden the UKIPO with an unprecedented amount of work. Just a glance at the

prospects – the UKIPO would have to handle 770,000 designs, as opposed to the

44,000 it currently handles! The EU have also demanded that exhausted IPRs must

remain so post-Brexit, and have also asked for mutual sharing of IP databases.  

FAN-MADE SUBTITLES FOUND AS INFRINGEMENT OF 
COPYRIGHT

A Swedish District Court has found the founder of fan-made subtitle website called

‘Undertexter.se’ guilty of copyright infringement. Undertexter was one of the most

popular subtitle portals in Sweden, offering English subtitles for music videos and

movies for free. The case against them was built on the narrative that Undertexter

supported and supplemented the piracy of copyrighted content by complementing it

for non-English speakers in Sweden. The Court accepted this, and fined Eugen

Archy, the founder of Undertexter 217,000 Swedish Kronor (27,000 USD), setting a

potentially devastating precedent for fan art.  



SOUND MARKS

‘Sounds marks’ are sounds that perform the function of a trademark - they uniquely

identify the commercial origin of goods. They are categorised under ‘non-

conventional trademarks’, alongside shape, olfactory (smell) and gustatory (taste)

trademarks.  

The difference between a copyright for a musical work and a sound mark goes to the

root of the distinction between copyright and trademarks itself. While copyright

protects a work for the skill, labour or creativity of the author who created it,

trademark protects a work for the reputation that it represents. To illustrate,

consider the logo of Lamborghini - a bull. The bull, on its own, constitutes an artistic

work. However, when placed on a car, it represents cars made by the company

Lamborghini. If one were to simply copy the logo and sell it (as a drawing), it would

infringe the copyright in the work. On the other hand, if one were to use the logo on

cars and subsequently sell those cars, then they would be infringing the trademark

rights over the logo. Understanding this difference is critical in ensuring that the

owner of the work is sufficiently protected and compensated in case of

infringement. Examples of sound marks include Yahoo’s ‘yodel’ or Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer's ‘Roaring Lion’.  

After  their  express  recognit ion in  the  Trademark  Rules ,  2017  [Rule  

26(5 ) ] ,  ‘ sound marks ’  have  conso l idated  their  lega l  va l id i ty  in  the  Indian 

Trademark  system.  

INTERNSHIP @CIS

Work: CIS is concerned with academia and policy on interdisciplinary aspects of 

technology and digital rights. The organisation is divided into teams which target certain 

aspects of technology rights such as Access to Knowledge, Internet Governance, 

Accessibility and Openness. Therefore it is preferable to specify the team of choice in the 

application. (For a better understanding of the teams, please visit the website.) 

I was involved in a project under the Access to Knowledge Chapter which undertook 

academic as well as empirical research on software patents in cell phone technologies in 

India and the working of the same by the patent holders. This was largely centred on the 

litigation brought about by Ericsson against its competitors in India such as Micromax, 

Intex, Gionee and others. 

Experience: CIS provides exposure to an environment that is discursive and open to 

learning. Mentors usually provide a detailed overview of the entire project, thereby not 

limiting or isolating the intern’s understanding to the scope of the work delegated to the 

same. Moreover, subject to the requirements of the team, interns may be involved in 

empirical work, academic research, contribution to blog posts as well as on field surveys. 

Additionally, interns are invited to talks and discussions organised by CIS on relevant 

topics open to external experts, which are quite informative. Ultimately, the primary 

takeaway from an internship at CIS is the relative autonomy or space given to interns and 

their hands-on involvement in every project or discussion.    

by  Nayana Dasgupta

Where: The Centre for Internet & Society, 
Bangalore 

Duration: 4 weeks 

Mode of Application: Drop in a mail to Mr Sunil 
Abraham (sunil@cis-india.org) 
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